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QUINTREX RELEASES NEW 610 TRIDENT HARD TOP
Quintrex’s newest release into the plate market is the much anticipated 610 Trident Hard Top.
After demand from customers and dealers Quintrex
has expanded their ultimate offshore fishing range
which now includes 6 models.
The 610 Trident Hard Top offers customers a
slightly more versatile and affordable option while
still incorporating all the features and practical
layout design of the larger Hard Top models.
Featuring a fully enclosed hardened windscreen
complete with sliding side windows and a
windscreen wiper kit all as standard the 610 Trident Hard Top is still the perfect match for unruly weather
conditions.
The only offshore range to feature Quintrex’s renowned Flared Bow and Blade Hull the 610 Trident HT cuts
through rough water with ease by deflecting spray and offering stability at rest and underway.
Constructed with 5mm marine grade aluminium bottom sheets and an underfloor rib structure the 610
Trident HT is made to handle and manoeuvre through Australian waters and weather.
Built ready to fish the standard 610 Trident HT model includes a live bait tank with viewing window, large
cutting board with drink and rod holders, 160L underfloor fuel tank, burley bucket and a 135L plumbed kill
tank.
Lewis Marine Dealer Principal Hughie Lewis said the new 610 Trident HT had already received rave reviews
at the Melbourne and Sydney boat shows.
‘After being displayed at a few of the major boat shows this is going to be a very successful model.’
‘It’s rated to a massive 200hp and measures in at around 6.2m with nice big cabin bunks and plenty of room
to fish which I think will make this boat exceptionally popular, you still get something that can handle
offshore conditions but it’s more affordable and perhaps more accessible if people are restricted with size
and towing limits,’ Hughie said.
Customise your Trident HT with the features that really matter to you by optioning up with a stereo and
speakers, vinyl wrap and bunk infill cushions for the cabin.
The 610 Trident HT is available as Quintrex Instant Boating Package including boat, motor, Quintrex trailer
and 3 year factory backed warranty.

